Abstract-P-sets (packet sets) is a pair of sets composed of internal P-set and outer P-set, and it has dynamic characteristics. Based on internal P-set, several concepts such as F -internal contained information, F -internal contained dependence, and F -internal remainder information, are presented. In addition, existing theorem, single-dependence transmission theorem, and attribute dependence theorem about F -internal contained information are proposed. To express the dynamic degree of varying of F -internal contained information, the concepts of F -internal contained coefficient and F -internal contained degree are given. Furthermore, discovery-identification principle of F -internal contained information is provided. An algorithm of information transmission-identification is given. At the end, the feasibility of the algorithm is illustrated by an example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since 1990s, network provides a rapid and convenient approach to exchange information. It also brings out some new problems, especially security ones during information transmission. This paper makes use of a new mathematical theory, i.e. P-sets to propose a new algorithm about encrypt, security transmission, and discovery -identification about information.
In 2008, Professor Shi [1, 2] proposed P-sets by introducing dynamic characteristics into Cantor set X . Psets is a pair of sets composed of the internal P-set F X and outer P-set F X together. So it has dynamic characteristics. Shi and Yu etc. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] gave applications of P-sets in the field of information systems. For P-sets with dynamic characteristics, if some attributes are transferred into attribute set α of X continually, then a sequence of internal P-set 1 ... ... Give further explanation on the sequence of internal Pset 1 2 1 ... X . Based on the characteristics of internal P-set, several concepts including F -internal contained information and Finternal contained information dependence are presented. Corresponding theorems, discovery-identification principle of F -internal contained information, and an Algorithm on the transmission of information are obtained. 
is called internal packet set of X , briefly called internal P-set. in formula (1), the set X − is a subset of X , and 
in general, the set X − is said to be F -element deleted set of X . if the attribute set
where, for a new attribute β out of , α transfer
and α′ is in α . Let such that
is called outer packet set of X , called outer P-set for short.
In formula (4), the set X + such that
is said to be F -element supplemented set. If the attribute set
where
which α is the attribute set of X , and
The pair of sets composed of internal P-set F X and outer P-set F X , is called P-sets (packet sets) generated by the common set X , briefly called P-sets. It is denoted by ( , ) F F X X .
Common set X is usually called the ground set of P-sets. Because of dynamic characteristics of P-sets, the general expression formula of P-sets is as follows.
where I and J are finite index sets. From formulas (1)- (8), we can easily get the relationship between P-sets and the common set as follows.
Theorem 1 (The relation theorem between P-sets and the common set) Let P-sets ( , ) F F X X be generated by common set X , then
Theorem 2 (Dynamic characteristics theorem of Psets) Let P-sets ( , ) F F X X be generated by common set X , then
From formula (10), obviously, internal P-set F X is contained in set X , while set X is contained in outer Pset F X , which the name of P-sets is derived from 
Definition 1 ( ) x is called an information in information universeU , written as
in which, for
is said to be an information element in ( ) x , if ( ) x has attribute set α , and
where , '
in formulas (11) and (12), Z + is the positive integer set.
( 13) if the attribute set
, is said to be a supplemented set. p and q are positive integer number such that p q ≤ in formulas (11) and (13).
x , written as
if attribute set α of ( ) x and attribute set ' α of ( )' x satisfy ' α α ⊆ .
Definition 5 4 Let ( ) x and ( )'
x be information in information universe U , ( ) x is called bi-dependence to ( )'
if attribute set α of ( ) x and attribute set '
where symbols " ⇒ "and" ⇔ " are derived from mathematical logic, " ⇒ " is equivalence to" ⊆ ", " ⇔ "means "=". Using definitions1 ∼ 5, we can easily obtain Proposition 1 Let ( )
where the attribute set of ( )
and
x , and ( )
Theorem 6 (Attribute-dependence theorem of Finternal remainder) Let ( ) , ( )
, and ( )
if, and only if , i.e.,
There exists
. From formula (15), the relationship ( )
is gotten, then there exists the formula
where UNI is an abbreviation of unidentification. The proof is an immediate consequence of formula (14) and the dependence relationship between information and its attribute set.
IV. F -INTERNAL CONTAINED MEASUREMENT AND RECOVERY-IDENTIFICATION

Definition5
The real number
Definition 6
The real number 
Proposition 6 Let the real number
By using definitions 5~7, propositions1, and propositions 4, we can obtain conclusions as follows Proposition 7 (The first relation theorem about Finternal remainder) Let ( ) , ( ) x respectively, if they can form a single -dependence sequence such that
where, the real numbers
x respectively. x respectively. If they can form a single-dependence sequence such that
Corollary 1 Let ( ) , ( )
where , respectively. If they
where the real numbers , and ( )
where the real numbers Theorem 10 (Bi-dependence theorem of F -internal remainder) Let ( ) , ( )
respectively. If they
Corollary 3 Let ( ) , ( )
Theorem 11 (Identification theorem of F -internal contained) Let x respectively, If they satisfy
where identification is abbreviated to IDE.
formula (27) there exists
Thus we have formula (42) V. AN Step 2 A delivers ( ) , Step 3 A encrypts ( ) Step 6 B can get correct information ( )'
. Then stop. Because this algorithm decreases encrypted information elements, it not only decreases cracking workload, but also ensures information to be transferred safely. Especially it provides approach that can check whether received information is true or not.
The following example comes from an information system.
For convenience, the names of , , . C had to return to step 2, and asked A to repeat step 2 again.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper gives concepts of information internal contained and internal contained dependence based on Pset which has dynamic characteristic, discusses safe transfer-identification of information. Furthermore, a new algorithm is gotten. This algorithm not only decreases workload of encrypting information, but also provides an approach that can be used to identify received information based on P-set. The theory presented in this paper can be also used in data transfer and virus recovery-identification. 
